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Abstract—This paper proposes a feature-based technique to
detect pedestrians and recognize vehicles within thermal images that have been captured during nighttime. The proposed
technique applies the support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer on CENsus Transformed histogRam Oriented Gradient
(CENTROG) features in order to classify and detect humans
and/or vehicles. Although thermal images suffer from low image
resolution, lack of colour and poor texture information, they offer
the advantage of being unaffected by high intensity light sources
such as vehicle headlights which tend to render normal images
unsuitable for nighttime image capturing and subsequent analysis. Since contour is the most distinctive feature within thermal
images, CENTROG is used to capture this feature information
and is used within the experiments. The experimental results so
obtained were compared with those obtained by employing the
CENsus TRansformed hISTogram (CENTRIST). Experimental
results revealed that CENTROG offers better detection and
classiﬁcation accuracy for both pedestrian and detection and
vehicle type recognition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Detection of humans and vehicle type recognition have
always been popular application domains for computer vision
techniques since they can be easily deployed in a number of
scenarios and can be quite effective. These range from video
forensics where the objective could be to analyze a crime scene
to corporate bodies and military establishments, which might
employ them for environment surveillance activities. Recently,
human and vehicle detection have found use in application
domains that incorporate such a requirement as part of their
core functionality namely, intelligent transportation systems,
smart vehicles and robotics.
This ever-increasing range of applications, especially in
mission-critical situations or wherein human safety may be
compromised, necessitates the development of a reliable and
robust human detection and vehicle type recognition system.
Consequently, a number of detection and recognition techniques have been developed and are already in use. However,
techniques that were initially designed for daytime images fail
when applied in their original form on nighttime images. The
primary reason is that conventional nighttime images suffer
either from low light conditions or from bright and intense
c
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light sources that tend to ﬂood the entire image such as the
dazzle of headlights from oncoming vehicles. Consequently,
thermal images tend to offer a better alternative for analyzing
nighttime scenes than conventional nighttime images. Thermal
images, on the other hand, have their own drawbacks such
as lack of colour and texture information, which may be
the very features required by the aforementioned techniques.
This paper thus proposes the use of contour-related feature
extraction from thermal images which are largely unaffected
by widely varying lighting conditions. The proposed featurebased technique classiﬁes vehicles and detects pedestrians at
nighttime using thermal images and is termed as CENsus
Transformed histogRam Oriented Gradient (CENTROG).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the state-of-the-art with regards to detection of
pedestrians and recognition of vehicles types both in daytime
images and in nighttime thermal images. Section III explains
the CENTRIST and CENTROG descriptors along with their
usage. Section IV provides an overview of the proposed
system followed by experimental and performance results in
Section V. Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) and its
implication in order to improve computational efﬁciency is
explained in Section VI. The paper is concluded in Section
VII.
II. R ELATED WORKS
This section reviews a number of reported techniques that
can detect pedestrians and recognize vehicle types within both,
daytime and nighttime thermal images. Benezeth et.al. [1]
proposed the use of a Gaussian-based segmentation method
with Haar-like features using a cascade of boosted classiﬁers
to detect humans in a room. Two contributions was made by
Yun et. al. in [2]; segmentation based on histogram cluster
analysis using k-means and a feature extraction technique
based on histogram of maximal oriented energy map using
log-Gabor wavelets for selecting orientation. An evaluation
of the efﬁciency of nighttime midrange infrared sensor and
its application in human detection and recognition was done
by Bourlai et. al. in [3]. Local oriented shape context feature was used by Li et.al. in [4] to detect pedestrians in
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a nighttime scenario by adding orientation information to
shape context feature, thereby capturing appearance and shape
information. In [5], Liu et. al. proposed a technique based on
entropy weighted HOG as a feature detector and SVM as a
classiﬁer. They sped up the classiﬁcation phase by reducing
the number of support vectors and ﬁltered false alarms by
introducing a validation phase that examined the gray-level
intensity of pedestrians heads. For thermal images, Chang et.
al. [6] used HOG features and Adaboost to detect and classify
pedestrians. Their feature extraction method included image
segmentation and Region-of-Interest (ROI) generation. In [7],
Riaz et.al. detected pedestrians within thermal images by using
CENTRIST features and compared the performance of their
technique with HOG-based techniques. Both above-reported
techniques proved that CENTRIST-based approaches exhibit
better detection accuracy with lesser computation time when
compared to other methods. In [8], a feature combination of
HOG and contour was proposed for pedestrian detection. The
authors also proposed a foreground segmentation technique
for smart region detection. In [9], Wang et.al. proposed a
shape context descriptor (SCD) based on the Adaboost cascade
classiﬁer framework. The technique was applied to thermal
images and the results were compared with the rectangle-based
detection feature. The authors claimed that their technique
outperformed the rectangle-based feature in terms of detection
accuracy but suffers in terms of higher computation intensity.
A look at the state-of-the-art reveals a lack of techniques
to recognize vehicle types in nighttime thermal image sets,
though quite a few techniques have been reported for visible
images. For instance in [10], Iwasaki et. al. reported a vehicle
detection mechanism within thermal images using the ViolaJones detector. The technique involved detecting the thermal
energy reﬂection area of tires as a feature. This paper therefore
aims to contribute towards bridging this research gap.
III. CENTRIST AND CENTROG DESCRIPTORS
Census Transformed Histogram for Encoding Sign Information (CENTRIST) is a visual description technique that was
proposed by Wu et. al. [11] that is used to detect topological
sections or scene categories. It extracts the structural properties
from within an image while ﬁltering out the textural details.
It employs the Census Transform (CT) technique in which
an 8-bit value is computed in order to encode the signs
of comparison between neighbouring pixels. According to
[12], CT is a non-parametric local transforms which can be
described as follows:
Let P be a pixel, I(P ) its intensity (usually an 8-bit integer),
and N (P ) the set of pixels in some square neighborhood
of diameter d surrounding P . All non-parametric transforms
depend upon the comparative intensities of P versus the pixels
in the neighborhood N (P ).
Deﬁne ξ(P, P  ) to be 1 if I(P  ) < I(P ) and 0 otherwise.
Rτ (P ) maps the local neighbourhood surrounding a pixel
P to a bit representing the set of neighbouring pixels whose
intensity is less than that of P . Therefore, census transform

compares the intensity value of a pixel with its eight surrounding neighbours; in other words, CT is a summary of local
spatial structure given by equation (1) [12]:
Let N (P ) = P , where ⊕ is 
the Minkowski sum and D is
a set of displacements, and let
be concatenation.


Rτ (P ) =

ξ(P, P + [i, j])

[i, j] ∈ D

(1)

Example:
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1 ⇒ (10010111)2 ⇒ CT = 151
0

From example above, it can be seen that if the pixel
under consideration is larger than (or equal) to one of its
eight neighbours, a bit 1 is set in the corresponding location;
else a bit 0 is set. The eight bits generated from intensity
comparisons can be put together in order and converted to a
base-10 value. This is the computed CT value for the pixel
under consideration. The CENTRIST descriptor therefore is
the histogram of the CT image generated from an image.
In order to compute the CENTROG features, after the
image structure has been captured using CT, the Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) is computed from the transformed
image. The HOG works by counting the occurrences of
gradient orientation in localized portions of an image. The
HOG captures local object appearances and shape, which
can often be characterized rather well by the distribution of
local intensity gradients, or edge directions as reported in
[7]. Gradient is computed by applying [1,0,1] and [1,0,1]T in
horizontal and vertical directions within an image. Gradient
information is collected from local cells into histograms using
tri-linear interpolation. On the overlapping blocks composed
of neighboring cells, normalization is performed. CENTROG
descriptor therefore is the HOG on the CT generated image.
The resultant images are shown below in Fig 1. Parts (a), (b)
and (c) shows the; original, edge, CT-edge, CT and HOG on
CT-edge images respectively.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The proposed system consists of pedestrian detection and
vehicle type recognition subsystems. These are described as
follows:
A. Pedestrian detection
Nighttime thermal pedestrian images of resolution 360×240
pixels were obtained from [13] and out of these, human ﬁgures
were manually extracted as rectangular regions of 20 × 40
pixels. Further, additional 20 × 40 pixels were extracted as
background data. Canny edge detection [14] was applied on
the extracted images followed by computation of the CT. HOG
features were then extracted and employed to train the SVM
classiﬁer for pedestrian detection [15], [16]. The ﬂow diagram
for pedestrian detection is shown in Fig. 2.
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V. E XPERIMENT AND P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS

(a) Pedestrian sample

A number of experiments were conducted to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm on pedestrian detection
and vehicle type recognition within nighttime thermal images.
The experiments were conducted on images retrieved from
dataset given in [13] and used for pedestrian detection. Similarly, the video dataset given in [17] was used for vehicle
type recognition. The results obtain from these experiments
are discussed in the following subsections.
A. Pedestrian detection experiments

(b) Car sample

The following are the parameters associated with the image
dataset used to capture images. The dataset comprises images
captured under different environmental conditions.
TABLE I: Pedestrian Camera parameter

(c) Truck sample

Name
Sensor

Fig. 1: Samples showing original image with processed images
after CT, edge and HOG operations (a) Pedestrian sample, (b)
Car sample, (c) Truck sample

Data

Fig. 2: Proposed nighttime pedestrian detection technique
B. Vehicle type recognition
Nighttime thermal vehicle images were retrieved from a
video dataset [17], which were then segmented using the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based background subtraction technique [18]. The GMM technique uses a method to
model each background pixel by a mixture of k-Gaussian distributions. The weight of the mixture represents the quantum
of time for which the pixel values stay unchanged in a scene.
The resolution of the video dataset used was 720 × 480 pixels. Within these, a region-of-interest (ROI) from co-ordinate
locations [127.5, 149.5, 401, 262] was extracted. These coordinate locations were selected since they represented a
region of the image wherein the car was located when it
was closest to the camera and hence offered the best view.
This resulted in a ROI with a resolution of 401 × 262 pixels,
which was then resized to 100 × 66 in order to maintain the
aspect ratio. From the dataset used, two categories of trucks
and cars were classiﬁed and used as a training set and a
test set. Canny edge detection was applied on the extracted
images followed by computation of the CT. HOG features
were then extracted and employed to train the SVM classiﬁer
for pedestrian detection. The ﬂow diagram is as shown in Fig.
3.

Fig. 3: Proposed nighttime vehicle classiﬁcation technique

Description
Raytheon 300D thermal sensor core, 75 mm lens,
Camera mounted on rooftop of 8-story building,
Gain/focus on manual control.
Pedestrian intersection on the Ohio State University
campus, Number of sequences = 10, Total number
of images = 284, Format of images = 8-bit grayscale
bitmap, Image size = 360×240 pixels, Sampling rate
= non-uniform, less than 30Hz.

Sections within these images consisting of humans were
manually extracted. These were rectangular regions of 20 × 40
pixels. A total of 942 pedestrian image sections were extracted,
half of which were used for training and the remaining half for
testing. Similarly, a total of 2494 background image sections
with dimensions of 20 × 40 pixels were also extracted and
half of them were used for training and the remaining half for
testing. Samples of extracted pedestrian and non-pedestrian
image sets can be seen in Fig. 4.

(a) Pedestrian

(b) Non-pedestrians

Fig. 4: Some examples of extracted 20 × 40 pixel pedestrian
and non pedestrian images
The proposed technique uses a sliding window approach for
annotating detected humans accordingly. To detect pedestrians
in a given image sample, the whole image is scanned with
a sliding window of width 20 pixels and a height of 40
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pixels. Binary classiﬁcation using SVM was conducted on
feature sets of length 144. Experiments were conducted using
CENTROG and compared with CENTRIST feature descriptor.
Experimental results obtained showed that CENTROG (the
proposed technique) outperformed CENTRIST by recording
a detection accuracy of 97% versus 94%. Fig. 5 shows the
results of detected pedestrians using the two approaches.

successfully recognize all vehicle types. This is in contrast
to the application of the CENTRIST technique on the same
data set which resulted in some cars being wrongly classiﬁed
as a truck (see Fig. 6c).

(a) Some examples of extracted segmented vehicles

(b) Classiﬁed vehicles using CENTROG feature descriptor

(c) Classiﬁed vehicles using CENTRIST feature descriptor
(a) CENTROG

(b) CENTROG

Fig. 6: (a) Segmented vehicles (b) Recognised Vehicles using
CENTROG (c) Recognised vehicles using CENTRIST
C. Performance evaluation
A comprehensive performance evaluation was carried out
of the proposed approach. The accuracy of the proposed
technique was evaluated using:
(c) CENTRIST

(d) CENTRIST

Fig. 5: Detected pedestrians using (a), (b) CENTROG and (c),
(d) CENTRIST
From Fig. 5, it can be observed that CENTRIST failed to
detect some pedestrians and ﬂagged a few false alarms, while
CENTROG did not. However, CENTROG failed to detect one
pedestrian due to an object that elongated the pedestrian in the
image (see Fig. 5b, image on the right).
B. Experiments on vehicle type recognition
The following are speciﬁcations of the camera used to
capture the video footage within the dataset provided:
TABLE II: Vehicle Camera parameter
Description
FLIR SR-19 Thermal Camera, White Box, Black Box, Total Video
Footage Captured: 63 min of ROBB DRIVE and 1-80 OVERPASS

After segmentation using the GMM foreground/background
subtraction technique, 650 truck and 650 car images were
selected, half of which were utilized for training and the
remaining half for testing (see Fig. 6a for an example of
extracted vehicle image sets). Binary classiﬁcation using SVM
was conducted on feature sets of length 2772. A number of experiments were conducted using CENTRIST and CENTROG
feature descriptor. Results from these experiments showed an
accuracy of 100% for the CENTROG technique in contrast to
92.7% for the CENTRIST technique.
The CENTROG technique was tested on a number of
randomly selected images, the results of which are depicted
in Fig. 6b. As can be observed, CENTROG was able to

Accuracy =

tp + tn
tp + tn + f p + f n

(2)

The accuracy is indicated by the Area Under the ROC Curve
(AUC). An area of 1 represents the highest level of accuracy
while an area of 0.5 represents the lowest. The most commonly
used ranking system within published literature is as follows:
• 0.90-1 = excellent (A),
• 0.80-0.90 = good (B),
• 0.70-0.80 = fair (C),
• 0.60-0.70 = poor (D),
• 0.50-0.60 = fail (F).
In other words, the AUC is a measure of how well a
parameter can distinguish between two contrasting groups of
values.
Tables III and IV depict the performance comparison of
CENTROG and CENTRIST feature descriptors whilst detecting pedestrians and recognizing vehicle types within the
thermal image dataset. As can be observed, the CENTROG
approach outperforms the CENTRIST technique in detecting
both pedestrians and recognizing vehicle types.
TABLE III: Performance analysis on pedestrian detection
Technique
CENTROG
CENTRIST

TP
97%
94%

FP
5%
8%

Precision
97%
94%

Recall F-measure
97% 97%
94% 94%

AUC
96%
93%

TABLE IV: Performance analysis on vehicle classiﬁcation
Technique
CENTROG
CENTRIST
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TP
FP
100% 0%
92.7% 7.3%

Precision
100%
92.9%

Recall F-measure
100% 100%
92.7% 92.7%

AUC
100%
92.7%

Further experiments were performed on the pedestrian
dataset by combining feature attributes. Experimental results
proved that combining CENTROG and CENTRIST feature
descriptors offered higher recognition accuracy in contrast to
using these feature descriptors individually or combining with
other feature descriptors. The results obtained are shown in
Table V.
TABLE V: Recognition accuracies on pedestrian dataset using
different feature combinations
Features
CENTROG Edge
CENTROG Image
CENTRIST Edge
CENTRIST Image
CENTRIST Edge and Image
CENTROG and CENTRIST

Recognition accuracy
97%
86.6%
94%
91.9%
95.6%
98.9%

VI. C ORRELATION - BASED F EATURE S ELECTION
In order to reduce the computation complexity and hence
the computation time, a subset of discriminating features
were chosen from the entire feature set and used within the
experiments. It is noted generally that feature selection helps
to improve machine learning. There are two approaches to
feature selection; wrapper based and ﬁlter based approaches
[19]. The method adopted here is the ﬁlter based approach;
CFS. We chose CFS based approach as it performed better than
the wrapper based approach and is not algorithm speciﬁc [19].
CFS ﬁlter algorithm helps to rank feature subsets according to
the correlation based on the heuristic ”merit” as reported by
[20].
In [20] Lu et. al. reported CFS as:
k.rcf
Ms = 
k + k.(k − 1).rf f

TABLE VI: Processing time and accuracy rates after feature
selection
TF
2772
144
256
256
512
656

PT
1.05
1.02
0.26
1.57
2.54
1.62

secs
secs
secs
secs
secs
secs

Acc
100%
97%
92.7%
94%
95.6%
98.9%

SF
22
27
37
35
92
92

PT
0.03
0.15
0.05
0.14
0.48
0.33

(a) Processing time using CENTROG and CENTRIST and their combinations
descriptors.

(3)

where k is the number of features in current subset, rcf is
the mean feature-class correlation for each element of current
subset, rf f is the mean feature feature correlation for each
pairwise of element. It begins with empty set and one at a time
add features that holds best value. Best ﬁrst search method is
applied to get merit value.
After selecting discriminating features, table VI shows the;
feature descriptors, total features, processing time required
for testing, total number of features selected and recognition
accuracies of various experiments.

Features
CGV
CGP
CTV
CTP
CTEIP
CGCTP

pedestrian, CTEIP - CENTRIST Edge Image pedestrian,
CGCTP - CENTROG and CENTRIST pedestrian, TF - total
features, PT - processing time, Acc - accuracy, SF - selected
features.
Fig 7 depicts the time required to build the model and
the recognition accuracies before and after feature selection.
As expected, there is a reduction in the time taken whilst
maintaining the same level of accuracy. With the reduction
in processing time, real-time implementation is realisable.

secs
secs
secs
secs
secs
secs

Acc
97.3%
95.9%
90.2%
93.2%
96%
98%

Notation used: CGV - CENTROG vehicle, CGP - CENTROG
pedestrian, CTV - CENTRIST vehicle, CTP - CENTRIST

(b) Accuracy rates of whole and selected features using CENTROG and
CENTRIST and their combinations

Fig. 7: (a) Processing time using CENTROG and CENTRIST
and their combinations descriptors. (b) Accuracy rates of
whole and selected features using CENTROG and CENTRIST
and their combinations descriptors. Notation used: v - vehicle,
EI-P - edge+image pedestrian, CC - CENTROG+CENTRIST.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a feature-based technique for pedestrian detection and vehicle classiﬁcation in nighttime thermal
images. The features were extracted by applying Histogram
Oriented Gradient on Census Transformed images and hence
termed as CENTROG. A linear SVM classiﬁer was trained
on the features obtained from the two datasets (pedestrian and
vehicle). The proposed technique was implemented and compared with the CENTRIST technique. Experimental results
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showed that CENTROG outperformed the CENTRIST approach in detecting pedestrians as well as recognizing vehicle
types, thereby exhibiting a higher detection and classiﬁcation
accuracy. Further experiments revealed that combining CENTROG and CENTRIST feature descriptors offered the best
performance. Finally the impact of the CFS on the processing
time taken for detection and classiﬁcation was also analyzed.
Results indicated a signiﬁcant reduction in time taken for
detection and classiﬁcation in contrast to employing the entire
feature set. Reduction in processing time implies that the
proposed technique can be employed in real-time detection
and classiﬁcation scenarios.
Future work could involve looking into identifying more
categories, such as SUV, Sedan, truck and motorcycles etc.
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